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بسم هللا الرح ن الرحيم

THE HASHEMTE KINGDOM OF JORDAN –MINSTRY OF EDUCATION
GENERAL SECONDERY CERTIFICAT EXAMINATION -شت ي/2018
GENERAL ENGLISH
1 االمتحا ال قترح/ 3 ال ست/ األستا عب ا هلل عفيف
READING COMPREHENTION:
Read the following text carefully, and then in your ANSWER BOOKLET answer all
the questions that follow the text. Your answers should be based on the text.
Ten-year-old Adeeb al-Balooshi, from Dubai, is going to travel to seven countries on a tour which has
been organize and funded by Sheikh Hamdan bin Mohammad, Crown Prince of Dubai.The boy
caught Sheikh Hamdan’s attention with his invention – a prosthetic limb for his father. The Sheikh
has taken a special interest in the boy, and hopes the tour that he is sponsoring for Adeeb will give the
young inventor more self-confidence and inspire other young Emirati inventors.
Adeeb got the idea for a special kind of prosthetic leg while he was at the beach with his family. His
father, who wears an artificial leg, could not swim in the sea as he could not risk getting his leg wet.
This inspired Adeeb to invent a waterproof prosthetic leg.
Adeeb is going to visit the USA, France, the UK, Ireland, Belgium, Italy and Germany, where he will
be staying with relatives. However, while he is in Germany, Adeeb will not be spending all his time
sightseeing. He will be working with a specialist doctor to build the appendage. He will also be
attending a course on prosthetics and learning about different kinds of medical apparatus.
Adeeb has invented several other devices, including a tiny cleaning robot and a heart monitor, which is
attached to a car seat belt. In the case of an emergency, rescue services and the driver’s family will be
automatically connected with the driver through this special checking device.He has also invented a
fireproof helmet. This special equipment, which has a built-in camera system, will help rescue workers
in emergencies. It is for these reasons that Adeeb rightly deserves his reputation as one of the youngest
inventors in the world.

A-Question Number One
1- Sheikh Hamdan has two purposes for funding the tour to Adeeb . Write them .
2-Adeeb has many works to do while he is in Germany . Write two of them .
3- Quote the sentence which indicates the reason which inspired Adeeb to invent waterproof
prosthetic leg.
4- Find a word which means the synonym of "equipment ".
5- What does the underlined word "which '' ,in the last paragraph ,refer to?

See page two
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B- Critical Thinking
-Adeeb built the car- heart monitor into the seat belt . Think of this statement and ,in two sentences ,write
point of view .
-"Making inventor needs a lot of factors " Suggest three factors help young people to be inventor .
C- Literature spot:
,Then a soldier
Full of strange oaths and bearded like the pard, Jealous in honor,
sudden and quick in quarrel,
Seeking the bubble reputation
Even in the cannon’s mouth.
- How the playwright describe the soldier?
-Name the weapon that is mentioned in the text .
Question Number two:
A. Choose the suitable item from those given to complete each of the following sentences and write
it down in your ANSWER BOOKLET.

Equipment , tablet
1- A ….………does not need keyboard

, hope ,

arthritis , coma

.

2- My grandfather has ……………….in his fingers .
3- After Ali's accident , he lays in a …………..for two weeks.
4- I …………….to return Jordan and get a good job .

B. Study the following dictionary entry and answer the question that follows.
Write the answer in your ANSWER BOOKLET.

What is the word that the following phonetic transcription "/’œNgri/" represents?
…………………………………………..
C. Complete the sentences with the correct suitable derived words in the box and
write it down in your ANSWER BOOKLET.
- RSFA has links with …………….( majority ) art galleries around the world in order to encourage
artists from different ………………..( cultural) to learn from each other .

Question Number Three:
A.
Correct the form the verb between brackets, then write your answers down in
your ANSWER BOOKLE
In 1943 CE, the chairman of a ‘business machines’ company ………….(say) that the world only ……….
(need) two or three computers. He................ (be) wrong! Since then, there ……… (be) a technological
revolution. These days, millions of families………….. ( have) at least one computer at home, and many
people……………. (carry) smart phones and tablets with them everywhere.

See page three
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B . Complete each of the following items so that the new item has a similar meaning to the
one before it, and write it down in your ANSWER BOOKLET
1-"You shared the information with all people ,this is wrong "
Khaled told Laila ……………………………………..

.

2-You are not allowed to use my laptop .
You………………………………………………………..
3-Ali intends to visit Rashed tonight .
Ali is ……………………………………………
4-Asma studied Geography in USA .
It was ………………………………………...
5-this is the man . I met his brother last night .
this is the man ……………………………………………………

Question number four :
A . The following text is British English . Rewrite it in American English then write
you answer in your ANSWER BOOKLET
1- I have studied archaeology in London .
………………………………………….
2- Let's have a look on the programme .
…………………………………………
B. Choose the suitable answer to complete the following text then write you
answer in your ANSWER BOOKLET.
1- …………students who study chemistry are intelligent .
a) x
b) the c) a
2- Many topics about pollution ……………….in the conference yesterday .
a) was discussed b) discussed c)were discussed
3- Asma said that she …………………..in the party the week before .
a) was

b) had been

c) were

C . Read the following mini-dailoge carefully ,then answer the question that follows ,
and write answer down in your ANSWER BOOKLET
-In spite of jam traffic , I could reach on time

.

what is the function of in spite of ?
…………………………………………………………………..
See page four
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Question Number Five:
A .EDITING

Imagine you are an editor in the Jordan Times. You are asked to edit the following
lines that have four mistakes(one grammar mistake ,one punctuation mistake and
two spelling mistakes) . Correct the mistakes and write the answers in your
ANSWER BOOKLET
The sand gives us transparent, or white”, glass,’ Adnan explains. ‘We get this beautiful dark, cobalt
blue by adding the metal cobelt to the melted glass. Then, this blue become a lighter. sea-green
turkuoise.

B -Guided writing
Read the information in the table below then, in your ANSWER BOOKLET, write
two sentences about the advantages and disadvantages of the internet of things . Use
appropriate liking words such as : and, but………etc
Internet of things
Advantages

Disadvantages

1-Download your favourite
TV show .
2-Save our time

1-Make us less fit
2-Need update frequently

C . Free writing :
In your ANSWER BOOKLET ,write a composition of 80 words on ONE of the
following :
- Sports are widely done by a lot of people in all over the World. Write an essay about
sport and its benefits for people.(e.g. keeping your body healthy, keeping your brain
active, reducing your weight.etc)
The end
By teacher
Abdullah Afif
0785594712
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ANSWERS
االج بة
A-Question Number One
1- hopes the tour that he is sponsoring for Adeeb will give the young inventor more self-confidence
and inspire other young Emirati inventors
2- He will be working with a specialist doctor to build the appendage. He will also be attending a course
on prosthetics and learning about different kinds of medical apparatus.
3- His father, who wears an artificial leg, could not swim in the sea as he could not risk getting his leg
wet.
4- apparatus.
5- a heart monitor

B- Critical Thinking
Any relevant answer
C- Literature spot:
- bearded like the pard, Jealous in honor,
sudden and quick in quarrel,
-Cannon
Question Number two:
A. Choose the suitable item from those given to complete each of the following sentences and write
it down in your ANSWER BOOKLET.
1- tablet.

2- arthritis
3- coma
4- hope
B. Study the following dictionary entry and answer the question that follows.
Write the answer in your ANSWER BOOKLET.

angry
C. Complete the sentences with the correct form of the words in the box and write it
down in your ANSWER BOOKLET.
- RSFA has links with major art galleries around the world in order to encourage artists from different
culture to learn from each other .

Question Number Three:
C.
Correct the form the verb between brackets, then write your answers down in
your ANSWER BOOKLE
In 1943 CE, the chairman of a ‘business machines’ company said that the world only needed two or
three computers. He was wrong! Since then, there has been a technological revolution. These days,
millions of families have at least one computer at home, and many people carry smartphones and
tablets with them everywhere.
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B . Complete each of the following items so that the new item has a similar meaning to the
one before it, and write it down in your ANSWER BOOKLET
1-Khaled told Laila she had shared the information with all people ,that was wrong
2-You must not use my laptop

.

3-Ali is planning to visit Rashed tonight .
4- It was Asma who studied Geography in USA .
5-this is the man whose brother I met last night .

Question number four :
A . The following text is British English . Rewrite it in American English then write
you answer in your ANSWER BOOKLET
1- I studied archeology in London .
2- Let's take a look on the program .
D. Use the suitable articles to complete the following text then write you answer in
your ANSWER BOOKLET.
1- b) the
2- c)were discussed

3- b) had been
C . Read the following mini-dailoge carefully ,then answer the question that follows ,
and write answer down in your ANSWER BOOKLET
-Expressing opposition
Question Number Five:
A .EDITING
The sand gives us transparent, or “white”, glass,’ Adnan explains. ‘We get this beautiful dark, cobalt
blue by adding the metal cobalt to the melted glass. Then, this blue becomes a lighter, sea-green
turquoise.

Guided writing
There are many advantages of internet of things such as downloading your favourite
TV show and saving our time . On the other hand, there are many disadvantages of
internet of things such as making us less fit and needing update frequently.
C . Free writing :
open answer
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THE HASHEMTE KINGDOM OF JORDAN –MINSTRY OF EDUCATION
GENERAL SECONDERY CERTIFICAT EXAMINATION -شت ي/2018
GENERAL ENGLISH
2  االمتحا ال قترح/ 3 ال ست/ األستا عب ا هلل عفيف
READING COMPREHENTION:
Read the following text carefully, and then in your ANSWER BOOKLET answer all
the questions that follow the text. Your answers should be based on the text.
Adnan, a professional craftsman, is at work in his studio. With the oven at 1,400 degrees Centigrade, 20
hours a day, a glass-making studio isn’t the most comfortable place to be. For Adnan, however, this is more
than a job. ‘My family has been blowing glass for around 700 years,’ he says. ‘My father learnt the craft
from his father, and he taught it to me when I was a child.’
Adnan is passionate about this ancient craft, and regularly gives demonstrations and workshops to teach
young people the skill of glassblowing.He strongly believes that unless we interest more young people in
learning the craft, nobody will know how to make hand-blown glass in the future. ‘These days, young people
don’t always want to follow their parents ‘professions, and, added to that, glassblowing isn’t an easy job. It
has to be an obsession, as it is for me!’
Adnan still uses the technique that was first developed by the Phoenicians some 2,000 years ago. First, he
pushes a thin metal blowpipe into the boiling hot furnace. Secondly, he lifts out the liquid sand and lays it on
a metal plate. After that, he blows the red-hot glass until it become more flexible. Then, he pulls and bends
the glass into shape. He has to work extremely quickly because the liquid sand is already solidifying into
glass.
Adnan is making a delicate swan. Through the semi-opaque glass, you can see fine lines of turquoise, green
and blue.‘The sand gives us transparent, or “white”, glass, ‘Adnan explains. ‘We get this beautiful dark,
cobalt blue by adding the metal cobalt to the melted glass. By adding copper, this blue becomes a lighter,
sea-green turquoise. Finally, we decorate the glass by hand. ‘
‘These days we recycle broken glass. We also use commercially produced colours instead of using natural
ingredients as in the past. Apart from that, nothing else about this craft has changed through the centuries.
You can’t use a machine to do this work, ‘he says. ‘The old ways are still the best.’

A-Question Number One
1- There are two reasons which make young people not to learn glassblowing . Write them down.
2- There are two changes that happened to glassblowing . Write them down.
3- Write down the sentence which indicates that Adnan loves his job as glassblowing .
4- Find the word which means " able to be seen through ".
5- What does the underlined word "it refer to?

See page two
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B- Critical Thinking
•
•

Young people don’t like to learn old crafts . Suggesting three ways to encourage young people to
learn handcrafts .
Handcrafts are good to know customs of one country . Think of this statement and, in two sentences,
write down your point of view.

C- Literature spot:
That afternoon, some tourists see the marlin’s skeleton and ask a waiter what it is. Trying to explain what
realise happened to the marlin, the waiter replies, ‘shark.’ The tourists misunderstand and assume that is
that it is actually a marlin, the biggest fish ever caught in the village, at more, Santiago is sleeping and once
again, dreaming of the lions he saw in Africa long ago ,when he was young .
-What shows that the waiter doesn’t speak the tourists' language ?
-What represents strength ?

Question Number two:

A. Choose the suitable item from those given to complete each of the following
sentences and write it down in your ANSWER BOOKLET.

Decades ,

Post , physician , viable , commuters

1- Masdar city will have a lot of …………..who work in it .
2-People have been blow glass for …………………..
3- Student can ………..their images and works on internet .
4-Complemantry medicine could be ……………option for different disease.

B. Study the following dictionary entry and answer the question that follows.
Write the answer in your ANSWER BOOKLET.
Replace the word in bold by suitable color idiom?
Asma seemed angry yesterday
…………………………………………..

C. Complete each of the following sentences by the suitable words derived from the
word in brackets and write it down in your ANSWER BOOKLET.
1-…………….forests cover large percentage of our Earth .(sustainability)
2- They have great abundance of silk, from which they ……………. cloths of silk. (woven)

See page three
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Question Number Three:

A. Correct the verb between brackets, then write your answers down in your
ANSWER BOOKLET.
1- I would buy a palace if I ……………one million JD .
(have )
2- Sami usually ……………..late to his school . ( go )
3-Ali said that he ………………a new smart phone the previous day .(buy )
B . Complete each of the following items so that the new item has a similar meaning to the one
before it, and write it down in your ANSWER BOOKLET

1- I would like to attend the lecture about smoking at university .
what……………………………………………..
2-This school was opened in 2010 . It has many occasions .
This school was opened in 2010, …………………………
3- Sami fixed the mobile, which Rashed had brought from Canada .
The mobile,……………………………………………………..by Sami

Question Number Four:A . T he underlined words in the following sentence are not used correctly .Replace these
words with the correct ones ,and write the answers down .
Most young people in a world used to work that is related to technology

B. The following text is British English . Rewrite it in American English then write you
answer in your ANSWER BOOKLET
- I have forgotten my favourite computer program .
………………………………………………………….
- I have got a new car which works without petrol .
………………………………………………………….
C. Read the following sentence carefully ,then answer the question that follows , and
write answer down in your ANSWER BOOKLET
The book ,which I read yesterday , was interesting .
what is the function of the relative clause?
……………………………………………………..
See page four
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Question Number Five:
A. EDITING
B. Imagine you are an editor in the Jordan Times. You are asked to edit the
following lines that have four mistakes(one grammar mistake ,one punctuation
mistake and two spelling mistakes) . Correct the mistakes and write the answers
in your ANSWER BOOKLET
Jordan has a very rich cultural hiritage thanks to the support of the Department of Culture and the Arts,
which was founded in 1966 CE. Since then, the department have built up an exciting, ongoing
programme of cultural activities related to all the arts: music, vigual arts, performing arts , the written
word.

B. GUIDED WRITING:
Read the following information in the table below about reasons which cause stress , and
then in your ANSWER BOOKLET, write two sentences about reasons which cause stress .
Use appropriate linking words such as: and, also………etc
- Work for long time .
-Spend long night .
- Stay without food .

C . Free writing :
In your ANSWER BOOKLET ,write a composition of 80 words on ONE of the
following :
Arts reflex the image of culture . Write an essay about how we can convey our
arts to other cultures ,and the results of spreading the arts of our country .

The end
By teacher
Abdullah Afif
0785594712
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ANSWERS
األج بة
A-Question Number One

1- ‘These days, young people don’t always want to follow their parents ‘professions, and, added to that,
glassblowing isn’t an easy job)
2- These days we recycle broken glass. We also use commercially produced colours instead of using natural
ingredients as in the past
3- Adnan is passionate about this ancient craft, and regularly gives demonstrations and workshops to teach
young people the skill of glassblowing.
4- transparent
5- glassblowing craft

B- Critical Thinking
any relevant answer .

C- Literature spot:
- The tourists misunderstand and assume that is what the realise that it is actually a marln.
- dreaming of the lions he saw in Africa long ago ,when he was young .

Question Number two:

A.
1- Masdar city will have a lot of commuters who work in it .
2-People have been blow glass for Decades
3- Student can Post their images and works on internet .
4-Complemantry medicine could be viable option for different disease.

B. Study the following dictionary entry and answer the question that follows.
Write the answer in your ANSWER BOOKLET.
-Saw red

C. Complete each of the following sentences by the suitable words derived from the
word in brackets and write it down in your ANSWER BOOKLET.
1-Sustainable forests cover large percentage of our Earth .(sustainability)
2- They have great abundance of silk, from which they weave cloths of silk. (woven)

Question Number Three:

A.
1- I would buy a palace if I had one million JD .
2- Sami usually goes late to his school .
3-Ali said that he had bought a new smart phone the previous day .
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B.

1- what I would like to do at university is attend the lecture about smoking .
2-This school was opened in 2010 ,which has many occasions .
3- The mobile, which Rashed had brought from Canada, was fixed by Sami

Question Number Four:A . T he underlined words in the following sentence are not used correctly .Replace these
words with the correct ones ,and write the answers down .
Most young people in the world are used to work that is related to technology

B. The following text is British English . Rewrite it in American English then write you
answer in your ANSWER BOOKLET
- I forgot my favorite computer program .
- I have a new car which works without gas .
C.
Non- defining clause
Question Number Five:
C. EDITING
Jordan has a very rich cultural heritage thanks to the support of the Department of Culture and the
Arts, which was founded in 1966 CE. Since then, the department has built up an exciting, ongoing
programme of cultural activities related to all the arts: music, visual arts, performing arts and the
written word.

B. GUIDED WRITING:
There are many things which cause stress such as working for long time and spending long night.Also,
there is another thing which causes stress such as staying without food.

C . Free writing :
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THE HASHEMTE KINGDOM OF JORDAN –MINSTRY OF EDUCATION
GENERAL SECONDERY CERTIFICAT EXAMINATION -شت ي/2018
GENERAL ENGLISH
3  االمتحا ال قترح/ 3 ال ست/ األستا عب ا هلل عفيف
READING COMPREHENTION: (23 POINTS)
Read the following text carefully, and then in your ANSWER BOOKLET answer all
the questions that follow the text. Your answers should be based on the text.
The King Hussein Cancer Center (KHCC) is Jordan’s only comprehensive cancer treatment centre. It
treats both adult and paediatric patients. As the population of the country increases, more and more
families will rely on the hospital for cancer treatment. Patients come not only from Jordan but also from
other countries in the region, as they are attracted by its excellent reputation, lower costs, and cultural and
language similarities.
In order to cope with the increase in demand for treatment, the KHCC has begun an expansion programme.
Building started in 2011 CE. The hospital will have more than doubled its capacity by 2016 CE, increasing
space for new cancer cases from 3,500 per year to 9,000.By then, they will have added 182 extra beds, along
with bigger units for different departments, including radiotherapy. New adult and paediatric wards will
have opened. Additionally, they will have built a special ten-floor outpatients’ building, with an education
centre which will include teaching rooms and a library.
Many cancer patients live far away from Amman, where the KHCC is located, and the journey to and from
the hospital is often difficult. For this reason, there are plans to extend cancer care facilities to other parts of
Jordan. In the near future, King Abdullah University Hospital in Irbid hopes to set up radiotherapy machines,
so that cancer patients from northern Jordan will not have to go to Amman for radiotherapy treatment.

A-Question Number One
1- Patients from outside are attracted by many characteristics for cancer center . Write two examples on
these effects .
2-There are many improvements will have been done by 2016 to the center . Write two of them .
3- Quote the sentence which indicates that cancer center treats two types of patient people .
4- Find the word which means "the act of making something bigger ".
5- What does the underlined word "it '' ,in the first paragraph ,refer to?

See page two
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B- Critical Thinking
1-Increasing population in Jordan will affect health facilities . Think of this statement and ,in two sentences
,write point of view .

2-Cancer cases increase in Jordan .Suggest three solution for this problem.
C- Literature spot:
Where I was used to swing,
And thought the air must rush as fresh
To swallows on the wing;
My spirit flew in feathers then,
That is so heavy now,
-What are the words that help us to know that swallow is bird?

-What shows that the poet is not happy ?
Question Number two:

A. Choose the suitable item from those given to complete each of the following
sentences and write it down in your ANSWER BOOKLET.

Sustainability,
1
2
3
4

apparatus, physician , mortality, prosthetic

After our Science lesson in the laboratory, we always help the teacher to put the
away
The nature reserve uses recycled water, which helps the
of the environment.
Athletes with
legs can take part in the Paralympics
Professor Badari, aged 67, is the hospital’s leading
specialising in cancer care.

B. Study the following dictionary entry and answer the question that follows.
Write the answer in your ANSWER BOOKLET.
What does the colour idiom "out of the blue " mean ?
I was shocked when I heard the news. It came completely out of the blue.
…………………………………………..
C. Complete each of the following sentences by the suitable words derived from the
word in brackets and write it down in your ANSWER BOOKLET.
1-Many instruments that are still used today in
(Operational )

…………..were designed by Arab scholars.

2-When do you………………to receive your test results? (expectancy)

See page three
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Question Number Three:

A. Correct the verb between brackets, then write your answers down in your
ANSWER BOOKLET.
1- I hope Nadia ……………………my bag tomorrow .
(not, forget )
2- By Sami calls me , I ……………my tasks . ( achieve )
3-I can't afford …………………….new car .(buy )
B . Complete each of the following items so that the new item has a similar meaning to the one
before it, and write it down in your ANSWER BOOKLET

1- I think you should send a text message .
If …………………………………………………..
2-The heat made the journey unpleasant .
It was …………………………………………………….
3-In the past, I always drank coffee in the morning, but now I don’t .
I used…………………………………………………………..

Question Number Four:A .Join each pair of the following sentences using the relative clause words between brackets
so that the new sentence has similar meaning to ones before it .

biscuit is delicious . Ali bought it from Amman .[ where , which ]
…………………………………………………………………………………
1-The

2-The museum has many items to display . We visited it last week [ which, where ]
………………………………………………………………………………………………
B. Read the following mini-dailoge carefully ,then rewrite it into American English
answer the question that follows , and write answer down in your ANSWER
BOOKLET
-I have thrown rubbish in the recycle bin .
..........................................................

See page four
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Question Number Five:
EDITING
A. Imagine you are an editor in the Jordan Times. You are asked to edit the
following lines that have four mistakes(one grammar mistake ,one punctuation
mistake and two spelling mistakes) . Correct the mistakes and write the answers
in your ANSWER BOOKLET
Adeeb has invented several other devices, including a tiny cleaning robot and a heart monetor, which
are attached to a car seatpelt , In the case of an emergency, rescue services and the driver’s family
will be automatically connected with the driver through this special checking device.

B. GUIDED WRITING:
Read the following information in the table below about Fatima Al-Fihri , and then in
your ANSWER BOOKLET, write two sentences about Fatima Al-Fihri. Use appropriate
linking words such as: and, also………etc
Name
Fatima Al-Fihri
Date
Born 9th century – died in 880
Profession
Teacher
Achievements Build learning center

C . Free writing :
In your ANSWER BOOKLET ,write a composition of 80 words on ONE of the
following :
Brain activity is one factor which affect how long people live and enjoy . Write
an essay about suggesting ways which can keep our brains active.
the number of tourists

The end
By teacher
Abdullah Afif
0785594712
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ANSWERS
األج بة
A-Question Number One (15points)
1- they are attracted by its excellent reputation,
lower costs, and cultural and language similarities
2- increasing space for new cancer cases from 3,500 per year to 9,000.By then, they will have added 182
extra beds
.
3- . It treats both adult and paediatric patients..
4- Expansion .
5- The King Hussein Cancer Center

B- Critical Thinking
1-Any relevant answer

2-Any relevant answer

c . literature spot
- the wing; flew in feathers
-That is so heavy now,

Question Number two:

A. Choose the suitable item from those given to complete each of the following
sentences and write it down in your ANSWER BOOKLET.
1- apparatus
2- Sustainability

3- prosthetic
4- physician
B. Study the following dictionary entry and answer the question that follows.
Write the answer in your ANSWER BOOKLET.
unexpected
C. Complete each of the following sentences by the suitable words derived from the
word in brackets and write it down in your ANSWER BOOKLET.
1-Many instruments that are still used today in operation were designed by Arab scholars.
2-When do you expect to receive your test results?
A. Correct the verb between brackets, then write your answers down in your
ANSWER BOOKLET
1- I hope Nadia will not forget my bag tomorrow .
2- By Sami calls me , I will have achieved my tasks .
3-I can't afford to buy new car .
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B . Complete each of the following items so that the new item has a similar meaning to the one
before it, and write it down in your ANSWER BOOKLET

1- If I were you , I would send a text message .
2- It was The heat that made the journey unpleasant .
3- I used to drink coffee in the morning, but now I don’t .

Question Number Four:A .join each pair of the following sentences using the relative clause words between brackets
so that the new sentence has similar meaning to ones before it .(4 points)
1-The

biscuit which Ali bought from Amman is delicious

2-The museum which we visited last week has many items to display .
B. Read the following mini-dailoge carefully ,then rewrite it into American English
answer the question that follows , and write answer down in your ANSWER
BOOKLET (2 points)
--I threw garbage /trash in the recycle bin .
.

Question Number Five:
B. EDITING
Adeeb has invented several other devices, including a tiny cleaning robot and a heart monitor, which
is attached to a car seatbelt . In the case of an emergency, rescue services and the driver’s family
will be automatically connected with the driver through this special checking device.

B. GUIDED WRITING:
Fatima Al-Fihri , who was born in 9th century , was a teacher . She had many
achievements such as building learning center .

C . Free writing :
open answer
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THE HASHEMTE KINGDOM OF JORDAN –MINSTRY OF EDUCATION
GENERAL SECONDERY CERTIFICAT EXAMINATION -شت ي/2018
GENERAL ENGLISH
4 االمتحا ال قترح/ 3 ال ست/ األستا عب ا هلل عفيف
READING COMPREHENTION:
Read the following text carefully, and then in your ANSWER BOOKLET answer all
the questions that follow the text. Your answers should be based on the text.
Ibn Bassal was a writer, a scientist and an engineer who lived in Al-Andalus in the eleventh
century CE. He worked in the court of Al-Ma’mun, who was the King of Toledo.
His great passions were botany, which is the study of plants, and agriculture. Although
he was a great scholar, he was also a practical man and all of his writing came from his
own ‘hands-on’experience of working the land.
One of the many things which Ibn Bassal achieved was A Book of Agriculture. The book
consisted of sixteen chapters which explain how best to grow trees, fruit and vegetables, as
well as herbs and sweet-smelling flowers; perhaps the most famous chapter of all was the
one that described how to treat different types of soil . Ibn Bassal also worked out how to
irrigate the land by finding underground water and digging wells. He designed water pumps
and irrigation systems. All of these things were passed on through his writing.
The influence of Ibn Bassal’s book was enormous. As farmers down the generations
followed his instructions and advice, the land became wonderfully fertile and produced
morethan enough food for the fast-growing population. The irrigation systems that he and
his followers put in place are still in evidence in Spain. Although his name is not widely
known, Ibn Bassal’s legacy to the world has been great.

A-Question Number One (12points)
1-There are two ways of irrigating that Ibn Bassal achieved . Write them .
2-There are two results of following Ibn Bassal's instructions . Write two of them .
3- Quote the sentence which indicates that Ibn Bassal was a polymath.
4- Find a word which means "supply land by water ".
5- What does the underlined word "which '' ,in the first paragraph ,refer to?

See page two
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B- Critical Thinking
-People should work and then study the results
point of view .

. Think of this statement and ,in two sentences ,write

-There are large demand on vegetables in Jordan .Suggest three ways to increase production .
C- Literature spot:
At first, the infant ,
Mewling and puking in the nurse’s arms.
Then the whining schoolboy, with his satchel
And shining morning face, creeping like snail
Unwillingly to school.
-Give a rhetorical device on simile .
-What is the image of infant ?
Question Number two:
A. Choose the suitable item from those given to complete each of the following sentences and write
it down in your ANSWER BOOKLET.

Equipment , ailment

, fund ,

inspire , textiles

1- My sister wants to be a fashion designer and work with …………..
2- Before the boys go climbing, they’ll go to a special shop to buy all the that they……… need.
3- Older people tend to suffer from more …………. than younger people.
4- My parents have saved enough money to……………. our university courses.

B. Study the following dictionary entry and answer the question that follows.
Write the answer in your ANSWER BOOKLET.

What does the colour idioms mean in the following sentence?
Luckily, the police arrived and the thief was caught red-handed.

…………………………………………..

C. Complete the sentences with the correct form of the words in the box and write it
down in your ANSWER BOOKLET.
1- The music was written by a new young composer , so it was ………………… . (contemporise )
2- The invention of penicillin has been an important advance in ……………. . science .( medicine)

See page three
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Question Number Three:
A.
Correct the form the verb between brackets, then write your answers down in
your ANSWER BOOKLE
Hello Nader ! are you used to …………..English now ? (speak ). Last year, you faced difficulties in
speaking with people because you ……………..(not ,be ,practise) on speaking for long time. I think in
five's months time , you …………………..(be ,deal) with people freely in English.

B . Complete each of the following items so that the new item has a similar meaning to the
one before it, and write it down in your ANSWER BOOKLET
1-Rami called me ,and then he met his friends .
Before Rami ……………………………………..
2-Sami fixed the computer yesterday .
The computer ……………………………………………….by Sami.
3-It was my habit to drink coffee every morning in the past ,but now I don’t .
I ……………………………………………
4-Randa brought a story from library .
the thing ………………………………………...
5-The house was built in 1995. I was born in it .
The house, ……………………………………………………

Question number four :(12points)
A . The following text is British English . Rewrite it in American English then write
you answer in your ANSWER BOOKLET
(4 points )
1- we usually have a our breakfast and drink litre of milk in the morning .
………………………………………….
2- I have just eaten my sweet.
…………………………………………
B. Use the suitable articles(the ,a ,an ,x) to complete the following text then write
you answer in your ANSWER BOOKLET.
- I am reading really good book about Pontic mountains .They are in Turkey. My favourit hoppy is
playing on piano.

C . Read the following mini-dailoge carefully ,then answer the question that follows ,
and write answer down in your ANSWER BOOKLET
Maher: I prefer going to Aqaba ,whereas khaled prefers going to Petra .
.
what is the function of the word in bold ?
…………………………………………………………………..
See page four
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Question Number Five: (11 points)
A .EDITING

Imagine you are an editor in the Jordan Times. You are asked to edit the following
lines that have four mistakes(one grammar mistake ,one punctuation mistake and
two spelling mistakes) . Correct the mistakes and write the answers in your
ANSWER BOOKLET
Al-Kindi was a physician, philosopher, mathematician, chemist ,musician and astronomer a true
polymath. He made ground-breaking discoveries in many of these fields, but it is probably his
work in arithmetik and geumetry that has make him most famous.

B - Guided writing
Read the following information in the table below about Petra, and then in your
ANSWER BOOKLET, write two sentences about Petra. Use appropriate linking
words such as: and, also………etc
Location
: South of Jordan
Date of construction : 5th century BC
Purposes of building: provide shelter for traders
Description of building: temples , copper mining
C . Free writing :
In your ANSWER BOOKLET ,write a composition of 80 words on ONE of the
following :
Most people moved to live in city . Write a report about advantages and
disadvantages of living there .

The end
By teacher
Abdullah Afif
0785594712
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ANSWERS
االج بة
A-Question Number One (12points)
1- Ibn Bassal also worked out how to irrigate the land by finding underground water and
digging wells.
(4 points)
2- the land became wonderfully fertile and produced morethan enough food for the fast-growing
population. (4points)
3- Ibn Bassal was a writer, a scientist and an engineer who lived in Al-Andalus in the eleventh
century CE.." (3points)
4- Irrigation
5- Botany

B- Critical Thinking
Any relevant answer
C- Literature spot:
1 – Mewling and puking in the nurse’s arms.
2- creeping like snail

Question Number two: (14 points)
A. Choose the suitable item from those given to complete each of the following sentences and write
it down in your ANSWER BOOKLET.

1234-

textiles
Equipment
ailment
fund.

B. Study the following dictionary entry and answer the question that follows.
Write the answer in your ANSWER BOOKLET
Act of doing something wrong

C. Complete the sentences with the correct form of the words in the box and write it
down in your ANSWER BOOKLET.
1- contemporary
2- medical.

Question Number Three:
C.
Correct the form the verb between brackets, then write your answers down in
your ANSWER BOOKLE
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Hello Nader ! are you used to speaking english now ? (speak ). Last year, you faced difficulties in
speaking with people because you had not been practicing (not, practise) on speaking for long time. I
think in five's months time , you will be dealing(deal) with people freely in English.

B . Complete each of the following items so that the new item has a similar meaning to the
one before it, and write it down in your ANSWER BOOKLET
1- Before Rami met his friends ,he had called me
2- The computer was fixed by Sami.
3- I used to drink coffee every morning in the past ,but now I don’t .
4- The thing that Randa brought from library was a story .
5- The house where I was born was built in 1995

Question number four :
A . The following text is British English . Rewrite it in American English then write
you answer in your ANSWER BOOKLET
1- we usually take a our breakfast and drink liter of milk in the morning .
3- I just ate my candy.
D. Use the suitable articles to complete the following text then write you answer in
your ANSWER BOOKLET.
- I am reading a really good book about the Pontic mountains .They are in
hoppy is playing on the piano.

x

Turkey. My favourit

C . Read the following mini-dailoge carefully ,then answer the question that follows ,
and write answer down in your ANSWER BOOKLET
opposition
Question Number Five:
A .EDITING
Al-Kindi was a physician, philosopher, mathematician, chemist ,musician and astronomer a true
polymath. He made ground-breaking discoveries in many of these fields, but it is probably his
work in arithmetic and geometry that has made him most famous.

Guided writing
Petra which was constructed in 5th century BC is located in the south of Jordan. It had
many purposes such as providing shelter for traders and it had temples and copper mining .
C . Free writing :
OPEN ANSWER
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بسم هللا الرح ن الرحيم

THE HASHEMTE KINGDOM OF JORDAN –MINSTRY OF EDUCATION
GENERAL SECONDERY CERTIFICAT EXAMINATION -شت ي/2018
GENERAL ENGLISH
5  االمتحا ال قترح/ 3 ال ست/ األستا عب ا هلل عفيف
READING COMPREHENTION: (23 POINTS)
Read the following text carefully, and then in your ANSWER BOOKLET answer all
the questions that follow the text. Your answers should be based on the text.
It’s normal to feel a bit blue from time to time. However, studies show that negative emotions can harm
the body. Anger can also have harmful effects on health. When you see red, your blood pressure is raised
and you can suffer from headaches, sleep problems and digestive problems. However, what about positive
feelings and attitudes? Until recently, scientists had not investigated whether there is a link between
positive feelings and good health. Then, in a study that had followed more than 6,000 men and women
aged 25 to 74 for 20 years, researchers found that positivity reduced the risk of heart disease. Other factors
influencing health included a supportive network of family and friends, and an optimistic outlook on life.
The research showed that children who were more able to stay focused on a task, and who had a more
positive attitude to life at age seven, were usually in better health 30 years later.
The study has been controversial. Some health professionals believe that bad lifestyle choices, such as
smoking or lack of exercise, are the reason for heart disease and other illnesses, and not an individual’s
attitude. The researchers, while agreeing, raise the question: why are people making bad lifestyle
decisions? Do more optimistic people make better and healthier lifestyle choices?
The researchers appreciate that not everyone’s personal circumstances and environment make it
possible to live without worry. However, they believe that if we teach children to develop positive
thinking, and to ‘bounce back’ after a setback, these qualities will improve their overall health in the
future.

A-Question Number One
1- Anger can have harmful effects on health . Write two examples on these effects .
2-There are two factors which make children more healthier later . Write two of them .
3- Quote the sentence which indicates the things which affect of our health .
4- Find the colour idiom which means "saddness ".
5- What does the underlined word "they '' ,in the last paragraph ,refer to?

See page two
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B- Critical Thinking
1-Supportive network of family affect our health . Think of this statement and ,in two sentences ,write point
of view .
2-According to the text ,bad life style choices affect our health .Suggest three solution for this problem.
C- Literature spot:
;The fir trees dark and high
I used to think their slender tops
:Were close against the sky
,It was a childish ignorance
But now ’tis little joy
To know I’m farther off from heav’n
Than when I was a boy.
- What shows that the poet was ignorant about the size of world ?
-What shows that the poet was unoptimistic ?

Question Number two:

A. Choose the suitable item from those given to complete each of the following
sentences and write it down in your ANSWER BOOKLET.

The ,

transport ,

footprint ,

blog , an

1-If we use public ……………..,we will reduce pollution
2-…………Nile is the longest river in the word .
3- I wrote a…………about education ,
4- When we burn coals we release carbon ……………..

.

B. Study the following dictionary entry and answer the question that follows.
Write the answer in your ANSWER BOOKLET.
What does the suffix "proof" mean ?
-Adeeb invented waterproof helmet
………………………………………….
C. Complete each of the following sentences by the suitable words derived from the
word in brackets and write it down in your ANSWER BOOKLET.
1- I'm not trying to ………….. your decision by anyway . ( influential )
2- ……………… , the wedding party used to take place in the groom's house parents
.(Tradition )
See page three
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Question Number Three:

A. Correct the verb between brackets, then write your answers down in your
ANSWER BOOKLET.
1- Ramiz ……………………repair his laptop but now he does .
(not use to )
2- By the bus arrived , we …………………..for an hour . ( be, wait)
3-This time next year , they ……………………..for the final exam .(be ,prepare)
B . Complete each of the following items so that the new item has a similar meaning to the one
before it, and write it down in your ANSWER BOOKLET

1- It is not necessary to Fatima to complete the task today
Fatima ………………………………………..
2- Noor finished her project last week .
the time …………………………………………………….
3-Perhaps Khlaed comes to the party tonight .
Khaled might …………………………………………………………..
4- I asked someone to drive my car .
I ………………………………………………………………………
Question Number Four:A .Join each pair of the following sentences using the correct relative clause word words
between brackets so that the new sentence has similar meaning to ones before it .(4 points)

school was old . We studied in it .[ where , which ]
…………………………………………………………………………………

1-The

2-Brazil won the world cup in 2002 . I was born in 2002 [ which , when ]
………………………………………………………………………………………………
B. Read the following mini-dailoge carefully ,then answer the question that follows ,
and write answer down in your ANSWER BOOKLET
-Some robots will look and sound very like human .
What is the function of rhetorical device ?..........................................................

See page four
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Question Number Five:
A. EDITING
B. Imagine you are an editor in the Jordan Times. You are asked to edit the
following lines that have four mistakes(one grammar mistake ,one punctuation
mistake and two spelling mistakes) . Correct the mistakes and write the answers
in your ANSWER BOOKLET

In the near future, a new ‘bionic eye’ will help people with failing eyesite to see again, A device inside
the eye picks up an image from a small camera attached to a pair of sunglasses and sends it to the brian,
which interpret it as vision

B. GUIDED WRITING:
Read the following information in the table below about Benefits of internet , and then in
your ANSWER BOOKLET, write two sentences about Benefits of internet. Use
appropriate linking words such as: and, also………etc

Benefits of internet
- communicate with other people .
- know the latest news in the world .
- do research .

C . Free writing :
In your ANSWER BOOKLET ,write a composition of 80 words on ONE of the
following :
Many tourists come to Jordan to see the historical sites .write a report about how
we can save these historical sites and how we can increase the number of tourists

The end
By teacher
Abdullah Afif
0785594712
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Answers
األج بة
A-Question Number One
1- blood pressure is raised and you can suffer from headaches,
sleep problems and digestive problems
2- that children who were more able to stay focused on a task,
and who had a more positive attitude to life at age seven them .
3- Other factors influencing health included a supportive network of family and friends, and an optimistic
outlook on life.
4-feel a bit blue .
5-the researchers

B- Critical Thinking
1- any relevant answer
2-any relevant answers .

Question Number two:

A. Choose the suitable item from those given to complete each of the following
sentences and write it down in your ANSWER BOOKLET.
1-transport
2-the
3- blog
4- footprint

B. Study the following dictionary entry and answer the question that follows.
Write the answer in your ANSWER BOOKLET.
- against water
C. Complete each of the following sentences by the suitable words derived from the
word in brackets and write it down in your ANSWER BOOKLET.
1-influence
2- traditionally
Question Number Three: (15 points)

A. Correct the verb between brackets, then write your answers down in your
ANSWER BOOKLET.
1- Ramiz did not use to repair his laptop but now he does .
2- By the bus arrived , we had been waiting for an our .
3-this time next year , they will be preparing for the final exam .
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B . Complete each of the following items so that the new item has a similar meaning to the one
before it, and write it down in your ANSWER BOOKLET

1- Fatima doesn’t have to complete the task today .
2- The time when Noor finished her project was last week .
3- Khlaed might come to the party tonight .
4- I had my car driven .

Question Number Four:A .Join each pair of the following sentences using the relative clause words between brackets
so that the new sentence has similar meaning to ones before it .
1-The

school where we studied was old .
2-Brazil won the world cup in 2002 when I was born
B. Read the following mini-dailoge carefully ,then answer the question that follows ,
and write answer down in your ANSWER BOOKLET
- simile

Question Number Five:
C. EDITING
In the near future, a new ‘bionic eye’ will help people with failing eyesight to see again. A device
inside the eye picks up an image from a small camera attached to a pair of sunglasses and sends it to
the brain, which interprets it as vision

B. GUIDED WRITING:
There are many benefits of internet such as communicating with other people and knowing the latest news
in the world .Also ,there is another benefit of internet such as doing research .

C . Free writing :
Open ANSWER
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THE HASHEMTE KINGDOM OF JORDAN –MINSTRY OF EDUCATION
GENERAL SECONDERY CERTIFICAT EXAMINATION -شت ي/2018
GENERAL ENGLISH
6  االمتحا ال قترح/ 3 ال ست/ األستا عب ا هلل عفيف
READING COMPREHENTION: (17 POINTS)
Read the following text carefully, and then in your ANSWER BOOKLET answer all
the questions that follow the text. Your answers should be based on the text.
Jordan has a very rich cultural heritage thanks to the support of the Department of Culture and the Arts,
which was founded in 1966 CE. Since then, the department has built up an exciting, ongoing programme of
cultural activities related to all the arts: music , visual arts, performing arts and the written word.In 1979 CE,
the Royal Society of Fine Arts (RSFA) was established to promote visual arts in Jordan and other countries
in the region. It has links with major art galleries around the world in order to encourage artists from
different cultures to learn from each other. The Jordan National Gallery of Fine Arts is one of the most
important art museums in the Middle East. The collection includes over 2,000 works of art, including
paintings, sculptures, photographs, installations, textiles and ceramics, by more than 800 artists from 59
countries. In 2013 CE, it held Jordan’s largest art exhibition called ‘70 Years of Contemporary Jordanian
Art’.Until the 1990s, most Jordanian literature was only available in Arabic. However, thanks to PROTA
(the Project of Translation from Arabic), many Jordanian plays, novels, short stories and poems are now
translated into English, and people all over the world are able to read and appreciate them.
Every year, the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) chooses a
different Arab city as the Arab Cultural Capital. In 2002 CE, the city of Amman was awarded this title
Jordan has a centuries-old musical heritage.The National Music Conservatory (NMC) opened in 1986 CE,
making it possible for more Jordanian students to study music seriously.In 1987 CE, the National Centre
for Culture and Arts was created, which showcases theatre and dance in Jordan and in the region.
Realising the value of art and culture, Jordan decided to offer Jordanians and the world an annual arts
festival. In 1981 CE, the Jerash Festival for Culture and Arts was founded. This three-week-long summer
programme is one of the largest cultural activities in the region. It takes place in the important
archaeological site of Jerash, which underlines the close relationship between the arts and Jordan’s cultural
history

A-Question Number One
1-The programme which has been built up by the Department of Culture and Arts included many types of
arts . Write two of them .
2- The Jordan National Gallery of Fine Arts museum has many types of arts . Write two examples on that .
3- Quote the sentence which indicates the importance of archeological site of Jerash .
4- Find a word which means " The art of producing something made from clay ".
5- What does the underlined word "It '' ,in the first paragraph ,refer to?

See page two
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B- Critical Thinking
1-"To truly understand countries culture ,you have to understand its artistic heritage ".Think of this statement
and ,in two sentences ,write point of view .
2- Jordan is very rich by heritage sites Suggest three ways to attract more tourists .
C- Literature spot:
The house where I was born,
The little window where the sun
Came peeping in at morn;
He never came a wink too soon,
Nor brought too long a day,

How does the poet describe the sun's action ?
There is one personification in that stanza , mention it ?
Question Number two:
A. Choose the suitable item from those given to complete each of the following sentences and write it
down in your ANSWER BOOKLET.

attention ,

stress

, geometry ,

inspire , interest

1- A good way to cope with ………….. is to work extra hard.
2- The Olympic Games often………….. young people to take up a sport..
3- The Sheikh has taken a special …………. in the boy.
4-We learn about shapes , lines and angles when we study …………….. .

B. Study the following sentence and answer the question that follows.
Write the answer in your ANSWER BOOKLET.

What is the synonyms for the word in bold in the following sentence?
This inspired Adeeb to invent a waterproof prosthetic leg.

…………………………………………..
C. Choose the correct form of the words and write it down in your ANSWER
BOOKLET.

1- Craftsmen use commercially …………….. colors instead of using natural ingredients as in the past .
(produce ,
productive , production )
2- ………………….. crafts are really important in today's society .
(traditional , traditionally , tradition )

See page three
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Question Number Three:
A.
Correct the form the verb between brackets, then write your answers down in
your ANSWER BOOKLE
1-By the end of this year , we ………... here for ten years . (live )
2-Rahed intends ………… Ahmad tonight .(visit)
3-Thesedays , many students ……………tablet to do tasks .(use )

B . Complete each of the following items by choosing the correct answer, and write it down in
your ANSWER BOOKLET
1- Asam is ……………chemist.
a) the
b ) an
c) a
2-10- I know Ahmad ………….father taught me Math .
a) who
b) whose
c)who's

3- Majed know ……………….different types of literature.
a) in
b) about
c) for
4- Ibn Hayyan …………. as the father of chemistry discovered suliphric acid.
a) know
b)known
c)knew
5- I hope ……………….my education in the UK next year .
a) to continue
b) will continue
c) continuing
6- Many topics about pollution ……………….in the conference yesterday .
a) was discussed

b) discussed

c)were discussed

7- Laila had her hair ………………by hairstylist .
a) cut
b)had cut
c) was cut

Question number four :
A . The following text is British English . Rewrite it in American English then write
you answer in your ANSWER BOOKLET
- My mother has travelled to Kuwait and she will come back in autumn . She has got tired from flying long
time . When she called us she said that she was having round in the Kuwait city.

…………………………………………………………………………………………………
B . Complete each of the following items so that the new item has a similar meaning to the one
before it, and write it down in your ANSWER BOOKLET
1-Ahmad asked someone to print the paper .
Ahmad ……………………………………..
2-He started studying at 5 p.m , and he is still studying .
He ……………………………………………….since 5p.m
3-It is familiar / normal/customary for Asma to sleep early .
Asma is……………………………………………
4-Randa studied English at university of Jordan .
The place ………………………………………...

See page four
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C . Read the following mini-dailoge carefully ,then answer the question that follows , and write
answer down in your ANSWER BOOKLET (2points)
Maher: lighter will go off automatically. As a result , we will save energy
Asma : it's good idea .
what is the function of the word in bold ?
…………………………………………………………………..

.

Question Number Five: (11 points)
A .EDITING

Imagine you are an editor in the Jordan Times. You are asked to edit the following lines
that have four mistakes(one grammar mistake ,one punctuation mistake and two
spelling mistakes) . Correct the mistakes and write the answers in your
ANSWER BOOKLET
Furthermore, in order to reduce its carbon footbrint, Masdar City will be a car-free zone, designed to
be pedistrian and cycle-friendly. electric, driverless cars will operate as public transport vehicles, and
the city will be connect to other locations by a network of roads and railways.

Guided writing
B .Read the following information in the table below about What can we do to reduce
computer crimes ? , and then in your ANSWER BOOKLET, write two sentences about
Use appropriate linking words such as: and, too, also, ………etc
What can we do to reduce computer crimes ?
- Put password .
- Renew anti-virus programs .
-

Refuse unknown people .

C . Free writing :
In your ANSWER BOOKLET ,write a composition of 80 words on ONE of the
following :
- Most people these days agree that regular exercise is an important part of a healthy
lifestyle . Write an essay about benefits of regular exercise and suggest few types of
exercise which everyone find enjoyable .
The end
By teacher
Abdullah Afif
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ANSWERS
االج بة
A-Question Number One
1- music , visual arts, performing arts and the written word
2- paintings, sculptures, photographs, installations, textiles and ceramics,
3- It takes place in the important archaeological site of Jerash, which underlines the close relationship
between the arts and Jordan’s cultural history
4- ceramic
5- the Royal Society of Fine Arts

.

B- Critical Thinking
any relevant answers
C- Literature spot:
1- it slowly got brighter ,firstly wasn’t bright
2-"He " refers to sun

Question Number two:
A. Choose the suitable item from those given to complete each of the following sentences and write it
down in your ANSWER BOOKLET.

1234-

stress.
inspire
interest .

geometry

B. Study the following dictionary entry and answer the question that follows.
Write the answer in your ANSWER BOOKLET.

Artificial
B. Complete the sentences with the correct form of the words in the box and write it
down in your ANSWER BOOKLET.
1- production
2- traditional

Question Number Three: (16points)
A.Correct the form the verb between brackets, then write your answers down in your
ANSWER BOOKLE
1-will have lived
2-to visit
3-use
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B B . Complete each of the following items by choosing the correct answer, and write it down
in your ANSWER BOOKLET
1a
2- whose
3- about
4- known
5- to continue
6- were discussed
7-cut

Question number four :
A . The following text is British English . Rewrite it in American English then write
you answer in your ANSWER BOOKLET
- My mother traveled to Kuwait and she will come back in fall . She has gotten tired from flying long time .
When she called us she said that she was taking round in the Kuwait city.

B. Complete each of the following items so that the new item has a similar meaning to the one
before it, and write it down in your ANSWER BOOKLET
1- Ahmad had the paper printed
2- He has been studying since 5p.m
3- Asma is used to sleeping early
4- The place where Randa studied English was university of Jordan .
5- Sahara desert which is in Africa is very hot .

C . Read the following mini-dailoge carefully ,then answer the question that follows ,
and write answer down in your ANSWER BOOKLET
consequence
Question Number Five:
A .EDITING
Furthermore, in order to reduce its carbon footprint, Masdar City will be a car-free zone, designed to
be pedestrian and cycle-friendly. Electric, driverless cars will operate as public transport vehicles,
and the city will be connected to other locations by a network of roads and railways.

Guided writing
There are many things we can do to reduce computer crimes such as putting password and renewing antivirus programs . Also , there is another thing we can do to reduce computer crimes such as refusing
unknown people .

C . Free writing : (5 points)
open answer

